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If G is a finite group then d(G) denotes the minimal number of generators 
of G. Let Q, be the class of groups containing all finite p-groups G which has 
a presentation with d(G) = dim H1(G, 2,) generators and r(G) = dim Ha(G, 2,) 
relations. In this article it is shown that g8 is closed under general wreath 
products. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a nontrivial finite p-group, p a rational prime, then the minimal 
number of generators of G is denoted by d(G) and is equal to dimzP Hr(G, Z,), 
2, the field with p elements. 
G then has a presentation G = F/R where F is free on d(G) generators 
and R is free on 1 + (d(G) - 1) 1 G / g enerators. The deficiency problem is 
then one of determining r(G), the minimal number of relations required to 
define G or equivalently the minimal number of elements of R required to 
define R. 
Let 
r’(G) = d(R/[F, R]RP) = dimz, H2(G, Z,) 
then 
r(G) 3 r’(G) 3 d(G), 
and we denote by gP the class of groups for which r(G) = r’(G). 
It has been shown that Abelian [l] and metacyclic .[4] groups belong to 
gP . Also [3] shows that gD is closed under direct products and that, for p 
odd, C!Yfl is closed under standard wreath products, providing that the second 
factor has trivial multiplicator (i.e., d(G) = r’(G)). 
In this paper we show that gP is closed under general wreath products. 
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2. SCHREIER SYSTEMS 
Let G be a finitep-group generated by {x1 7.a.P x,), then G has a presentatio 
G = FIR = (x1 ,..., x, / 
eF is free on x1 ,..., x, . We may choose a set, T, of coset representatives 
in F to satisfy the following (see [2]): 
(i) the element of T are words in xi g 
(ii) if xi,xi, ... xi, belongs to T then both xi 2 ~ .. xi, and xi 1 ..~ xirmr 
belong to T. 
Any such T is called a Schreier system for the given presentation of G. 
Given a Schreier system, T = (gr ,..., gr>, for the above presentation then 
the set of non-trivial (g,x,(g,x,)-l); where (gi 
tative for g,xi ) is a set of free generators for 
elementary Abelian p-group of order ps, 
and is generated by the images of the above set. 
Given any set (rl , . . . , Is> of free generators of R then .R/[F, R] I?* is precisely 
the elementary Abelian p-group with generators y1 ,..., Y, and relations 
--I xirjxi = 7-j ; i = l,.*.,n; j = I,..., 5, 
where the left side of the above equation is first written in terms of the free 
generators y1 )...) Y, . 
For example if G = C, x C, then 
G = (a, b / a2, b2, bab-la-l) = F/R. 
We choose the Schreier system to be (1, a, b, abj and have that R is freely 
generated by 
(a2, bab-la-l, abab-l, b2, ab%+}, 
where W/[F, R] R2 is precisely the elementary Abelian 2-group generated by 
(a2, bab-la-l, abab-l, bZ, ab2a-l} with relations using additive notation 
(id aa2a-l = a2 I a2 
(ii) abab-k2 = abab’l - a2 = bab-la-l, 
(iii) a2bab%- 1 = a2 + bab-la-l = abab-I, 
(iv) ab2a-1 = ab2a-l = b2 > 
(v) &Q-2 = b2 = b2 
(vi) bazb-1 = bab-la-l’+ abab-1 = ~2, 
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(vii) 
(viii) 
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6) 
&~-la-l~-l = &2 L apa-l - ~&la-l = (&-la-l, 
babab-2 = bab-la-1 + u&x-l + a2 - 62 = ubub-1, 
bpb-1 zz.z b2 = @ 
I_ 
, 
b&&6-1 zc2 b&-la-l + &a-l - b&l& zzz &a-l. 
This yields that R[F, R] R” is precisely the elementary Abelian 2-group on 
generators a2, ba and b&k-1 or that R/[F, R] Rp is the elementary Abelian 
2-group of order 8. 
In the case of G belonging to 9, and the deficiency being realised in the 
given presentation, 
G = F/R = {x1 ,..., x, 1 R, ,..., R,), 
then R/[F, R] Rp is an elementary p-group of order pm generated by the 
images of Ri . 
3. SPLIT EXTENSIONS 
Let H and K belong to gP and consider a split extension, 
l+H-+G+K+l, 
of K by H; then if 
and 
H = {xl ,..., x, 1 S, ,..., S,} = F,@ 
K = (~1 ,..., ym I Tl ,..., TJ = F,IR, 
are presentations of H and K in which the deficiencies are realised then 
G = (xj , yi [ S, ,..., S, , Tl ,..., Tt , yixiy;‘(yixjy;‘)-‘) = F/R, 
where i = l,..., m; j = l,..., n is a presentation for G. 
Identifying Fi , Ri with subgroups of F and letting 
{hi) be a Schreier system for F,/R, = H and 
{k?} be one for F,/R, = K, 
then {hikj) is one for F/R and a set of free generators for R are given by 
{k+~jki’} u {ri} LJ {hikjx,(kikix,)-’ 1 k, # l), 
where {sJ, (ri} are free generators for R, and RI, respectively. However, 
hikjx,(kjx,)-’ hi1 = kikjx#zikjxt)-l . (h,k,xl)(kjx,)” h;l. 
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This means that module {ri> the set (hikjx,(hikjx,)-l / I$ # I> can be repIaced 
ikjx,(kix,)-l h;’ / k, # I}, where we can take a set of free generators 
to be 
(h,s$q’} u (YJ u {hikjx,k;l(kjxlk?l)-l A;’ 1 kj # 11. 
Trivializing under (x3 gives, modulo [R, R] 
and the set of relations 
-1 xjrixj = ri 43 
which since H belongs to ~9’~ yield only that each ri is a combination of the Sj ) 
where /F[F, , R][R, R] Rp is an elementary Abelian p-group mini~~ly 
generated by 
(si} u {kjxtk;l(kjxlk;l)-l 1 kj # 1) w (82s 
Trivializing under (JJJ gives, modulo [FI ) R][R, &]I P, 
-1 YPjYi = -Q 3 (9 
since K belongs to gP yield only that each si is a combination of the Tj ~ 
Let 
then 
where 
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and 
and since 
y&y-1( yxy-1) = ( yxy-y-l)-1 ( yxy-1) yx-ly-l( yxy-l), 
= ( yxy-1) yx-ly-1 modulo [PI, R][R, R] lip, 
= ( yxy-F( yxy-y-1 
and the coefficient sum of Sj is zero modulo p then 
XT1 . . . 
$1 
2;: = (y&y;l)Eh 1.. (y&y;y%, 
which we denote by 
sj = sy, 
Finally the equation 
yi~~X1~~l(kjX,kil)-ly~l = 12jx,k~1(kjxjx,k~1)-1 
yields 
(5) 
x ( y,(k&q) y,“( y&jXlkT1y;l)-l}-l. (6) 
Note that Eq. (6) is in general not in the form for useful calculation since 
the last term in it will be a combination of free generators; however, in the 
case of wreath products &e&1 will be one of the generators of our subgroup 
H. 
Summing up we have that R/[F, R] RP is precisely the elementary Abelian 
p-group generated by the images of 
(S$} u {Tt) u {kjx,k,l(k,x,k~l)-l 1 kj # 1: 
with relations given by 
Tj = Tj” 
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and 
kjx,k;l(kjx,k;l)-~ = ( y,kJ x,(yzkJ1 (y,k,x,.k;ly;‘)-l 
x (yi(kjx,kyl) y~l(yikix,kilyil)-l)-l 
for ail possible choices. 
In the case of direct products one gets immediately that R/[FF; 
minimally spanned by 
(Si> u { Ti} v { yixjy;‘xjl) 
is 
giving that ~3~ is closed under direct products. 
4. WREATH PRODUCTS 
Let H and K belong to 9, and let S = (V, , ~.., VJ be a set of subgroups 
of I<, then the set of cosets (KV,} as k runs through the elements of X gives a 
permutation representation of K. Let H 1 K denote the wreath product of 
W and K given by this permutation presentation, i.e., if 
and 
H = {x1 ,..*, x, j R, ,...) R,} 
are presentations of H and K in which the deficiency is reahed then 
k’ v H 1 K = (x;‘j, y, / R;‘f, Si , [x;“j, x1 “] for kVj # k’Vq ) 
k’xf vik’-l(x:‘k “j)-“} = FIR. 
Therefore, R/[F, R] 11~ is an elementary Abehan p-group generated 
the images of 
k’ V {SJ u {Ryy u {[xy, XI “1 for kVj # k’Vg , j 3 q} 
u ~k’~~~jk’-~(x~‘“~~)-~, k’ # l} 
with relations, using the additive notation, 
and 
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and 
Note that (3) is necessary since we did not fully order the set {KF’J. 
We have immediately, 
,R;‘j = RVi i ’ (5) 
[xyf, xpq = [Q, x:““‘G] (6) 
and 
Therefore, R/[F, R] RP is generated by the images of 
{S,} u {RRiyj} u ([xp, ~$6 1; kVg # vj , j > q} u {kx~k-l(x;vy, k # l} 
with relations 
VkV [xi’i, XI”&] = [xz”j, Xl q, vq. (8) 
(kv) x,Y;‘(kv)” (x;‘y = kXiYjk-l(Xyp + vA+,+(xivj)-1, VE vi, (10) 
whereby R/[F, R] Ii* is generated by the images of 
{Si} u (R?) 
u ([x$ xyq, j 3 4; 
k runs through a set of double coset representatives for Vi and V, in K, 
Vj # kV,} u {kx,?k-‘(x;‘f)“, 
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where k runs through a minimal set T such that T u contains a set of coset 
representatives of Vi in K and T contains a generating set for V,) with the 
relation 
giving the following theorem. 
THEOREM. H 1 K = F/R where F is freely generated by {xfv3> w (yl> 
and R is minimally generated as a normal subgroup of F by the followings 
(a> Rp; 
(bj [xi”i, .;c 1, j > q and k runs through a set of double coset P-epresen- 
tatives for Vj and V, in K; 
(c) [x%yd, xFv5] where k runs through a minimal set T such that the elements 
of T together with their inverses and 1 is a set of double coset ~ep~ese~tati~es ~QY 
vj in K; 
(d) kxiv&l(xf”j)-l where k runs thhrozlgh a rnini~~~ set T such that 
TV 1 Contains a set of left coset representatives of Vj in K ad T contains a 
generating set for Vi ; 
(4 85 - 
Proof. First we need to show that the defining relations given for the 
presentation of H 1 K at the beginning of the section are a consequence of 
the relations above. 
By (cl) we have ZL$‘~U-~ = $‘! for all u E Vj and kxiyjk-l = xfVj 5~ ip set 
of left coset representatives of Vj whence it follows that 
kx I;k-” = x’I”yj 
z z for all k belonging to K, 
whence k”xz?jk”-l = ,$“Vj giving 
@“k-l) x;v5(k”k-1)-~ = x;” v5e 
So by choosing k” = k’k we have 
R’x’“vjk’-l = x’c‘“vj 
z z for all k, k’ belonging to R, 
The others now follow trivially and since we have already shown that the 
image of the relations given in the theorem are a minimal generating set for 
R/[F, R] R” then the theorem is proved. 
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COROLLARY. If H and K belong to g9 then H 1 K belongs to gp . 
Proof. Delete the generators xi “Vj for kVj # Vj and the relations 
FZX~K-~(X~“~)-~ for (k}, the set of coset representatives # 1 for Vj , and we 
have a presentation with 
H1(H 1 K, 2,) generators and H2(H 1 K, 2,) relations. 
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